Dempster-Shafer
and . 05 to the universal set (or uncommitted).
As with probability, the total support across all subsets will sum to 1, and each support m(-) will be between 0 and 1. It is natural, then, to say that m(.) is the probability that the evidence means the truth lies somewhere in the indicated subset (but cannot be localized any further).
The belief function, Bel(A) is defined as the total support for all subsets contained in the set A; in other words, the probability that the evidence implies that the truth lies in A.
In Suppose these result in C and (C,c), respectively.
The final outcome of this draw of the simulation would be their intersection, or C. In summary, this draw of the simulation produced the events A and E. The event A "implied" C, the event B llimplied" CC,Cl I so their conjunction "impliedl' the event C.
To fix ideas, let us consider the extremely simple fault tree of Figure 1 (this tree is easily analyzed analytically: we use it merely for illustration).
We have three system components, and the events of interest are To simulate this tree, we first draw a random number to simulate the first system, choosing event A with probability .1, event A with probability .6, and event {A,x) with probability .3. We next sample the second system in the same manner.
Suppose for example that the first sampling operation yields A, and the second 8. In the same manSuppose, now, that simulation of the first component again produces event A, but the seoond produces (B,B) . Now, we must sample from both conditional belief functions (conditional on B and conditional on z), since both B and g axe possible given the sample result.
The sample result is the union of the two samples (if both samples yield C, the sample result is C; otherwise, it will be (C,c), since both producing 5 is impossible).
This result is intersected with the result of the draw on the belief function conditional on the result of the first sample, to produce the final result of the draw. There is a rough agreement with predicted values, with the outcome C overrepresented (due to the small sample size). 
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